
21. The Bill, now an Act, deemed NULL and VOID
21.1. endangers the safety of Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction  
21.2. to such a profound level, 
21.3. in that at any moment the Office of the Police Commissioner 
21.4. may declare an Emergency 
21.5. and unknown numbers are ‘authorised covid19 Officers’ 
21.6. can emerge into the landscape, 
21.7. potentially without ID, 
21.8. able to enter any home, car or building, 
21.9. and can do anything to the occupants, 
21.10. all with an alleged ‘immunity'.   
21.11. These are terrifying standards 
21.12. of gross violations 
21.13. of inherent rights to live freely, without terror. 
21.14. This is the equivalent of Nazi Germany 
21.15. A Uranus Return Later
21.16. Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction  
21.17. Will claim our Freedom
21.18. By terminating the architecture that persistently steals it. 
21.19. Parliament: a 13th century medieval structure, is TERMINATED.  

22. Thus, this 3rd Notice is of EMERGENCY standing,  
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22.1. having deemed our Public Servants to have failed  
the good People of Western Australia to such extreme standards, 

22.2. all members of Parliament will need to make an address to the 
22.3. Crown Council of Superior Jurisdiction, 
22.4. to be reinstated in any capacity as a Public Servant. 
22.5. All members of the Western Australian Parliament are therefore on Notice 
22.6. for their contribution to
22.7.  Crimes Against Humanity, 
22.8. and will need to prove their position of either supporting the Bill: 
22.9. an act of HIGH TREASON, 
22.10.or not supporting the Bill: 

 

22.11.Anyone found to be participating in the alleged authority of this Bill/Act, is
22.11.1. immediately terminated from their employment, 
22.11.2.with assets frozen on a public gazette, 
22.11.3.Assets are to be sold to recover damages to Community,
22.11.4. for gross time wasting in even having to consider concepts such  

 as these gross violations of Law.  
 
       

23.  Further, this Bill/Act is deemed NULL and VOID;  

23.1.substantiated by : Orders from 14th Terra Australis Grand Jury - 

23.2.- 11.11 am AWST  10.10.2022
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23.3. Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction.

23.4.https://executiveorders.life/fourteenth-australian-grand-jury-2022/ 
 
Order #1  
We the People dismiss the  
Emergency Management Amendment (Temporary COVID-19 Provisions) Bill 
2022.   
Recognising the COVID-19 Agenda as a psy-op, to launch a privately owned, 
commercial bioweapon, and nothing to do with a pandemic viral landscape.  
This Bill is a severe encroachment upon the freedoms of We The People, and 
thus is dismissed as ‘an absurdity in Law’.  
 
And is being rushed thru with such a sever failure of due process, there is barely 
time for the Parliament to read the Paper, nor for We The People to read and 
rebut.  But rebut we have.   
 
What say you Jurors: This Bill , and any Bill similar, appearing in any state is 
deemed Null and Void due to a failure in Law.  
 
Unanimous Yes: 

24.A global Business Plan, invites a Global response:  

 As the Covid-19 Business model is a global event, this document may be used 
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anywhere in the world to rebut the same attempts to incarcerate humanity in what we 
all know to be the ‘papers please’  agenda of a post WWII Germany.  
24.1. For those who have done their research, the architects of this landscape are 

known to be the same architects of WWI and WWII, having launched their
24.1.1. privately owned currency in 1913: 
24.1.2. The Federal Reserve USD, of which the Australian Federal Reserve is a 

franchise arm of.  
24.1.3. Using more word trickery, most assume Federal refers to a Federal level of 

a ‘We The People’ government. 
24.1.4. It does not. 
24.1.5. The Federal Reserve is private Rothschilds corporation installing its 

privately owned currency into the landscape, and is aptly defined by this 
quote:

24.1.6. "Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation, and I care not who 
makes its laws.’ Mayer Anselm Rothschild, 1790" (1791 was the 
establishment of the First Bank of the United States. 

24.1.7. A privately owned currency is slavery.
24.1.8. As has been witnessed by interest rate increases for the past 6 months, as 

a bankrupted system tries to save itself by gathering funds anywhere it 
can: largely fuel and food price increases, and interest rates.   

24.1.9. Thus driving trauma and distraction in Community. 
24.1.10. These Rothschilds architects then initiated WWI in 1914-1918
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24.1.11. And launched the Big Pharma doctrine of health in 1914, a synthetic, 
patented paradigm of health, delivering the covid19 agenda, whilst 
trampling natural health protocols and practitioners.

24.1.12. And attempts to do that to this very day. 
24.1.13. However ByLaw 004 intercepts that: 
24.1.14. Located in the 14th Grand Jury:  

https://executiveorders.life/press-release-record/#gallery-22-35-5198

24.1.15. It launched WWII in 1939-1945
24.1.16. And as an outcome to the end of WWII, Australia became a founding 

member of the United Nations in 1945, without a referendum by  
Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction.  

24.1.17. The war never really ended.  It just reorganised itself and delivers to us 
today, a global version of what it was perfecting in WWII.  

25.The Bill, now an Act, deemed NULL and VOID, disrespects
25.1. the Nuremberg Code: an outcome of the violations of WWII
25.2. of defining inherent Rights, 
25.3. of Law, 
25.4. of Freedom, 
25.5. of Free Will and Informed Consent for any bodily access.
25.6. This has been denied throughout the covid19 landscape and is now enshrined in 

this Bill.  
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25.7. You can have poisons administered into your body by a third party, if they feel fit 
to do it.  

25.8. Further: It disrespects 51.23A :  2021 JUL 02:  Australian High Court Rules 
Section 51.23a Of Constitution BANS Mandatory Vaccination.  And yet still it 
persisted.  

25.9. Because the Constitution does not function in Australia, and was never a ‘whole’ 
document as it failed the First Nation People, by not creating any provisions for 
them, nor seeking any permissions, treaties or blessings from them.  

25.10. To this day, there is no agreement between First Nation and colonial Australia. 
25.11. It is an example of extreme belligerent occupation with a complete disregard to 

Lawful Due Process.   
25.12. This is a private corporation that calls itself the ‘Australia Government’. 
25.13. It is not a ‘We The People’ Government. 

25.14.Thus, Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction.

25.15.must be a slave, chattel, property: owned by the system that creates Bills/

Acts such as this. It is a Bill/Act based in a severe psychosis of distorted 

privilege, and entitlement of ‘the few’, alleging to have power over the 

many;
25.16. viewing Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction as nothing more 

than a herd of cattle, - the two legged variety - to be monetised, herded, 
sterilised, euthanised, and now terrorised in our homes. 
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25.16.1. The time of this POSOC is TERMINATED.   

 

_______________________________________

26.    

This is LAW.  

- The End and the Beginning.  -  

And the power of the word..is God.  

This is the written word of We The People 

There is no authority higher.  

  

This is the end of an Age: Pisces 

And the Beginning of an Age: Aquarius  

It is beyond anyone’s power  

but to move with the flow of the Galactic forces  

into this new Age: 

Where humanity is Self Governing.  
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We farewell  

the Age of Pisces 

Where humanity has spent the past  

720 years  

in a private trust  

deemed to be under the Guardianship 

 Of the Board of the Guardians:  

A Catholic Church, Church of England ‘legal fiction’ construct: 

Delivered by the fictional construct of Parliament: 

 A class based system 

Of one small group of Individuals 

Harvesting the greater Collective 

For private profit.  

Parliament; is from the medieval 13th and 14th centuries 

It simply does not come with us into the next Age.  

It is put to rest as part of the Age of Pisces.  

This class based system, is terminated. (5)  
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We welcome the Architecture of the Aquarian Age.  

Self governance and adherence to  

Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.  

   

                                   __________________________________________  

27.  What has finished. 
27.1. Legal fiction pretending to be LAW. 
27.2. All violations of Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law 
27.3. The private legal fiction of the private BAR Guild.  Established 1541 to manage 

‘The Poor’, in the Poor Laws.
27.4. The Poor, established 1535 by Henry VIII, a King who failed Rule of Law: All Are 

Equal Before The Law, gazetted in 1215 by the Magna Carta.  Henry VIII cut the 
head off of 2 of his wives.  This is not an individual who understood Rule of Law: 
All Are Equal Before The Law.   Nor equitable accountability.  

27.5. As a humanity, we have continued to be under a class based system.  
27.6. Until Now. 

 

27.7. Thus identifying a class based system and it’s functionality: 
27.7.1.Parliament - is obsolete for The Aquarian Architecture. 
27.7.2. Parliament: a council of state in early medieval England. 
27.7.3. an assemblage of the nobility, clergy, and commons
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27.7.4. Anglo-Latin parliamentum is attested from early 13c.  
The specific sense of "representative assembly of England or Ireland"  
(with capital P-) emerged by mid-14c. from the broader meaning: 
 "a conference of the secular and/or ecclesiastical aristocracy  
summoned by a monarch.”   
https://www.etymonline.com/word/parliament

27.7.5. of or pertaining to a parliament; in accordance with the rules and  
usages of legislatures," 1610s, from parliament + -ary.  

27.7.6. Legislature and statute are not LAW.  
27.7.7. Mon-arch: one ruling the many.  Again a failed structure for the  

Age of Aquarius.  Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law. 
27.7.8. Legislation is the POSOC.  The Private Operating System of Commerce, 

with function to monetise all possible resources and bring wealth to the few, 
at the expense of the many.  

27.8. All violations of Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law, are forbidden. 

27.9. Further, what has ended:  

27.9.1. The employment of PUBLIC SERVANTS who voted in favour of Emergency 
Management Amendment (Temporary COVID-19 Provisions) Bill 2022.  
 And are now listed for HIGH TREASON.  

27.9.2. Legal fiction and public servants paid on the Public Purse to play in the 
landscape of legal fiction, disrupting lives, businesses and enforcing fraud 
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upon humanity, ie the alleged covid19 plandemic.  A highly architected, over 
decades and indeed centuries, privately owned depopulation agenda:  

27.9.3. Presented by the World Economic Forum, Klaus Rothschilds-Schwab: a 
function of the bankrupted Rothschilds banking system. And as per the 
document of Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars - a strategy based in saving an 
imploding financial system; by depopulating the planet.   

27.9.4. Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars can be found here, half way down the 
homepage:  :https://executiveorders.life 
A 45 page read of the psychological warfare that has been enacted upon 
humanity.  

27.9.5. Also finished:  public servants who have done no research and believe that 
COVID19 is about a virus, and not about the installation of the new Private 
Operating System of Commerce (POSOC), in preparation for the  
bio-economy. 

27.9.5.1.COVID-19 stands for  
Citizens Openly Volunteer Identification Daily, via AI  A= (1) I=(9) 
 AI: =  Artificial intelligence.   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27.9.6. Also ending: Guardianship in which  
Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction 
 is deemed to be incompetent and needs to have decisions made for it by 
the Board of the Guardians, and does include Judges, Magistrates, your 
Local Town Council, and many others.  

27.9.7. Unum Sanctum 1302. The Master Trust, created by Pope Boniface in 1302. 
Which did deem all of humanity and all of the Earth’s resources to be inside 
the Trust.  

27.9.8. Public servants paid $200 000+ per year to move against LAW, and violate 
the inherent rights of Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction, 
thus positioning themselves to be in HIGH TREASON.  

27.9.9. The possibility that the private organisation that calls itself the WA Police, 
could enter the homes of Crown: We The People: of Superior 
Jurisdiction, at any time, without a warrant, or any lawful due process.  

27.10.Alleged representatives of the People, referring to themselves as Ministers, 
surely indicating we are indeed, the chattel of the Catholic Church/Church of 
England and the Poor Laws of 1535 in which the People were deemed to be the 
property of the Church and are identified as such, even to this day,  
by a ‘P’ in the passport under Type.  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27.11.The private BAR Guild, established 1541 to write the statutes and legislations to 
manage and harvest the energy of ‘The Poor.’  

27.12.Hence why Parliament House is on Harvest Terrace.  Fulfilling its function of 
harvesting the People until their lives are destroyed.   
 

28.Next: A further look at what had been proposed for the management of  

Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction and passed through  
Parliament by incompetent Public Servants.    

28.1. You may find further details in the First Notice of Rebuttal. 
28.2. What follows is education in what is passed in Parliament as ‘legal fiction’, but 

called  ‘Law’.  
28.3.Before reading the following excerpts it is vitally important to recall that People 

28.3.1.are not Persons, 
28.3.2.not Citizens, 
28.3.3.not the Public.   

28.4.Those terms refer to ‘legal fictions’, of the ‘legal fiction’ system:  the POSOC: the 
Private Operating System of Commerce, designed to harvest humanity as the 
Human Herd. 

28.5.These words: Person, Citizen, Public: 
28.5.1.are mere tools in commerce 
28.5.2.and do not effect the People 
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28.5.3.unless you are joined to the name on the tools, 
28.5.4.which this legislation forces you to do, 
28.5.5.by threatening a year of imprisonment 
28.5.6.if you do not show your ID, 
28.5.7.which has the function of then alleging 
28.5.8.that you are the name on the ID, 
28.5.9.and thus under the jurisdiction 
28.5.10.of this Private Member Association, the Private BAR Guild, that long ago, 

deemed you to be its cattle. 
28.6.You are not the name on the ID.  
28.7.It is a mere tool in commerce to access the resources that are  

within the Private Trust, which is now under the jurisdiction of  
Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction 
 

29. Details of the Bill/Act (in green)  

29.1. 77K. Obtaining identifying particulars 1

29.1.1. (1) The office of authorised COVID-19 officer is prescribed for the 

purposes of the Criminal Investigation (Identifying People) Act 2002 and 
any holder of that office may exercise the powers in Part 3 (please see 
next Section for Part 3)  of that Act in relation to an offence or suspected 
offence under this Act while a COVID-19 declaration is in force.
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•  

1) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim.  

• 1) Under what Oath is  The office of authorised COVID-19 officer created? 

• 2) Who currently is an ‘authorised COVID-19 officer?’  

• 3) All names and photos alleging to be occupying this Office are to be submitted to 
wethepeople@exeuctiveorders.life for public gazette.  By Friday 11.11.2022 4pm.  

 

Criminal Investigation (Identifying People) Act 2002
• Part 3 s. 16 - Personal details of people  

Part 3 — Personal details of people  

• Name, address etc., duty to give to police etc. 
 

2) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim. 

• 1) A claim is made that We The People have a ‘duty’ to give personal details to police. 

• 2) The People are not the person. 

• 3) An Act has no authority over the People.  It is ‘legal fiction’, not Law. 

• 4) What is the origin of authority that substantiates this Act and alleged ‘duty’? 

• 5)  Such alleged duty violates Maxim of Law, that We The People are free to move about 
our landscape unhindered, unless an act of harm has been created.   

• 6) This is a claim that constitutes slavery.  
 
(1) In this section —
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• face covering means an item of clothing, hat, helmet, mask or sunglasses, or any other 
thing worn by a person, that totally or partially covers the person’s face;

• personal details, in relation to a person, means —  
(a) the person’s full name;

• (b) the person’s date of birth;

• (c) the address of where the person is living;

• (d) the address of where the person usually lives. 
 
 

3) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim. 
 
     People and person are not the same.  This is spell-binding, with intent to defraud. 

•      Person is inferior jurisdiction. People are Superior Jurisdiction. 

•      There exists no opportunity for the private Police Force, 

•      paid on the public purse: therefore a public servant

•  In inferior jurisdiction,  

•  to interfere with the freedoms of the People, 

•  alleging them to be ‘persons’, 

•  and thus proceeding with alleged claim to demand identification. 

•  It is slavery alleging that the People, who employ the Public Servants, 

•  are answerable to the Public Servants upon command.  

•  This is an ‘absurdity in Law’. 

•  People are Sentient Beings.  

•  Persons are tools in commerce.  
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•  Offices of Public Servants: such as the Police Force: never have, and never  
will have;  Superior Jurisdiction over the People; alleging they can patrol  
and demand entrance in  the lives of the People.  

• (2) If an officer reasonably suspects that a person whose personal details are unknown to 
the officer —

• (a) has committed or is committing or is about to commit an offence; or

• (b) may be able to assist in the investigation of an offence or a suspected offence,

• the officer may request the person to give the officer any or all of the person’s personal 
details. 

• ‘Request’ being:  ‘offer and acceptance’, as that is Maxim of Law.    
At any and all times, an offer may be rejected, based on Free Will and Informed Consent.   
Or it is slavery.  

• (3) If an officer reasonably suspects that a personal detail given by a person in response to 
a request is false, the officer may request the person to produce evidence of the 
correctness of the detail.

• 4(A) If— (a) an officer makes a request to a person under subsection (2); or

•

• (b) a police officer requests or requires a person to give the police officer, under another 
written law and for a forensic purpose, any or all of the person’s personal details, 

• the officer may request the person —

• (c) to remove or adjust any face covering worn by the person; or
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• (d) to do any other thing reasonably necessary, 
 

4) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim. 
 
 There are multiple cases of People being stripped naked by Police. 

• Including at the Perth Magistrates Court.    

• And held in a lockup overnight, without lawful due process. 

• And left to sleep on thin mattresses, with no blankets, and spray din the middle of the night 
with a hose.  

• This allegedly constitutes ‘reasonably necessary.’ 

• Thus we witness the parameters in which these vague statements of ‘alleged’ authority are 
made.  

• to enable the officer to see the person’s face or verify the correctness of any personal 
detail, or any evidence of any personal detail, given by the person.

•  (4B) It is sufficient compliance with a request made under

• subsection (4A)(c) if only so much of the person’s face covering that totally or partially 
covers the person’s face is removed or adjusted. 

• (4C) If an officer ( a legal fiction in commerce) makes a request to a person  ( a legal 
fiction in commerce) under this section, the officer may detain the person for a reasonable 
period for the purpose of the person’s compliance with the request or to verify the 
correctness of any personal detail, or any evidence of any personal detail, given by the 
person. 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5) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim. 
 
An officer ( a legal fiction in commerce) makes a request to a person  ( a legal fiction in 
commerce).  Both tokens of the POSOC:  Private operating system of commerce.   

• This does not pertain to The People.  However, this legal fiction, facilitates violence against 
the individual that if they do not produce a tool in commerce, example, the drivers license, 
which then does allegedly marry the ‘People - sentient Being’ to the ‘person - tool in 
commerce’, which then allegedly invokes the statutes and legislation upon the People.  

• Thus the Officer is allegedly empowered to extort the details requested, thus removing Free 
Will. This constitutes slavery.  Or the individual may be subjected to 1 year imprisonment.  

• This is what Parliament produces.  Gross violations via ‘legal fiction’, that it likes to call Law. 

• It is not Law in any way.  It is treason, fraud and slavery.  
 

• (4) A person to whom a request is made under subsection (2), (3) or (4A) may request the 
officer making the request to identify himself or herself. 

• (5) An officer who is requested by a person to identify himself or herself must do so. 

• (6) A person who, without reasonable excuse, does not comply with a request made under 
subsection (2), (3) or (4A) commits an offence. 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• Penalty: Imprisonment for 12 months. 

 

6) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim. 

 

Google: On average it costs $332 per day to keep an offender in custody. However, this 

varies considerably from prison to prison, ranging from $185 at Acacia, to $1,292 at 
Wandoo. HOW IS THE MONEY SPENT? Employment expenses account for over half of 
the cost of running Western Australia's public prisons.  (Google. ) 
 

A years revenue to the government and private enterprise prison establishments for 
someone who does not produce identification is $471 580.   Demanding 
identification, despite no such authority existing in Law, only in the POSOC, is 
another very lucrative 'business model”, thus rendering this Bill, now an Act to be 
NULL and VOID as having any force in Law.  

• (7) For the purposes of subsection (6), the fact that an officer did not comply with 
subsection (5) as soon as practicable is a reasonable excuse. 
 

7) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim. 
 
 This is Double standards.  'As soon as practicable’ has no point of measurement.  
This constitutes a failure in Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.  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• This suggests the Officer did not have identification for easy viewing on the Uniform in the 
first place.  
.  
Public servants are always easily identifiable, or they are the equivalent of a reckless gang 
in the landscape, getting away with whatever they want, and not being able to be held 
accountable.   

• The early stage of the covid landscape showed us the disappearance of the compulsory 
standard of visible ID.  This is a Crime Against Humanity.  This is the incarceration of 
humanity within a private corporation alleging its statute and legislations are Law.  
 
Consequently: Orders from the Inaugural Australian Grand Jury:  23.9.2021, do reflect the 
following:  https://executiveorders.life/inaugural-australian-grand-jury-2021/

•  
Orders:  

IGJ 109 Do not touch unarmed people.

IGJ 110 Cease using weaponry on unarmed people.

IGJ 111 Foreign military have no jurisdiction to harm the people.

IGJ 112 Contracts between government and foreign military to manage people, without informed 
consent is Null &Void. 

IGJ 113  & 114 Black police tactics  forbidden.  

IGJ 115 ID on police uniforms 8cm high on back chest and left leg

IGJ 116  All police to state name and number before interacting, community should video for 
record.
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IGJ 117 Paper bullets banned. Dismissal. Full liability.

IGJ 118 Taunting community forbidden

IGJ 119 Commanding officers training in this way should step down

IGJ 120 All uniformed forces identified on website

IGJ 121. All officers have name and Id at all times

IGJ 122 All foreign Officers to be identifiable on website stating jurisdiction

IGJ 123 laying hands on unarmed people is instant dismissal.

• (8) A person who, in response to a request made under subsection (2), gives any false 
personal details commits an offence.

• Penalty: Imprisonment for 12 months. = Annual revenue $471 580.

• Equals collusion to incarcerate by Private Enterprise for profit generating purposes.  
 

NULL and VOID  

• (9) A person who, in response to a request made under

• subsection (3), produces any false evidence commits an offence. 

• Penalty: Imprisonment for 12 months.   = Annual revenue $471 580.

• Equals collusion to incarcerate by Private Enterprise for profit generating purposes. 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NULL and VOID  
 
 

 8) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim. 
 

In conclusion:   Part 3  
This entire section is based in a gross violation of Law, robbing the People of their 
freedoms.  That being of Free Will and Informed Consent.  
 
In knowing that Covid19 standing for Citizens Openly Volunteer Identification Daily 
via AI, we can see this is a complete Gestapo takeover, with easy threat of 
imprisonment if failure to comply.  
 
It is a clear example of a grandiose delusion,  alleging the public servant sector, 
paid on the public purse, can patrol the People and demand identification at any 
time, under the guise that the People are persons.  Persons are mere tools on a 
Monopoly Board.     
 
 
                     _____________________________________________ 
 
 
Further concerns of this Bill:  

77M. Powers to control and use property and related powers
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(1) For the purposes of COVID-19 management while a COVID-19 declaration is in force, an 
authorised COVID-19 officer may take control of or make use of any place, vehicle or other 
thing. 

(5) An authorised COVID-19 officer may exercise the powers under this section without a warrant 

or the consent of the owner or occupier, or the person apparently in charge, of the place, 
vehicle or other thing. 

 

9) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: claimant must prove their claim.

This constitutes an extreme failure in Lawful Due Process.   
 
The fact that is has passed through Parliament deems the entire Parliament to be 
incompetent in Law, and a danger to the safety and wellbeing of Community. 

Therefore, all Members of Parliament are hereby on standby for dismissal for TREASON.  
It is required all Ministers email  Executive Orders at wethepeople@executiveorders.life 
and verify that they did NOT vote to pass this Bill.   No later than 11.11.22 4pm.  
 
No reply, is a reply.   
 
An inability to to be able to send such an email, renders that Public Servant to be 
INSTANTLY dismissed from their role as servant to protect the People. Having instead, 
contributed to an INJURY to Law and therefore an Injury to the protections of the People. 
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77 O. Powers of police to direct closure of places and 4 concerning movement and evacuation

    (5) When exercising powers under this section a police officer has all the immunities of an 
authorised COVID-19 officer. 

 

10) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their actions. 
There is no such thing as ‘immunity’.   
Immunity facilitates corruption and criminal activity where perpetrators are free from being 
accountable for their actions.  
This is a failure of Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.  
Therefore we can recognise this as a corrupted system that fails Law, and is 
 incompetent in Law. 
 Thus this Bill, now an Act, is NULL and VOID. 
And Parliament has gazetted itself, via its actions of allowing this to be passed, to be 
incompetent in Law, and a danger to We The People. 

77P. Exchange of information

• (5) If information is disclosed, in good faith, under subsection (2) or in compliance with a 
request under subsection (3) —  
(a) no civil or criminal liability is incurred in respect of the disclosure; and  
(b) the disclosure is not to be regarded as a breach of any duty of confidentiality or secrecy 
imposed by law; 

• NULL and VOID.  No such standard exists in Law.   This is ‘legal fiction’.  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(c) the disclosure is not to be regarded as a breach of professional ethics or standards or 
as unprofessional conduct. 

 

NULL and VOID.  No such standard exists in Law. This is ‘legal fiction’.  
 
77Q. General powers during COVID-19 declaration  
 
(2) While a COVID-19 declaration is in force, an authorised COVID-19 officer may take, or 
direct a person or a class of person to take, any action that the officer considers is 
reasonably necessary to prevent, control or abate risks associated with COVID-19. 
 

11) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their actions. 
 

NULL and VOID.   
No such standard exists in Law.   
This is potentially Gestapo Germany. 

• It is not tolerated in any way.  
Humanity is not divided into classes.  That is legal fiction.  
By Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law 
The fact that Parliament allowed this to be passed, renders the entire membership 
of this private club to be incompetent and dismissed. 

• The one caveat is if a member is able to email confirmation that they did NOT vote 
for the Bill to be passed.  Those members are free to retain a position of 
employment as a Public Servant, under the strict restructuring of this system to be 
100% adhered to Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.  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COVID-19 management — Health Act 2016

• (a) means the management of the adverse effects of COVID-19; and 

• (b) includes the prevention, control and abatement of risks associated with COVID-19 
(including, without limitation, risks to economic and psychosocial wellbeing);  

• 12)  Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their actions.  
 

The obvious outcomes of the Covid-19 landscape are mass Small to Medium 
Enterprise   (SME)  collapse, radical increase in extreme injury from the bioweapon 
injections, radical increase in death, now referred to as ‘Sudden Adult Death 
Syndrome’.   Radical shifts of wealth with large corporate increases in profits, 
whilst small business dies.   
 
To NOT know this architecture at this advanced stage of this psy-op war; is to be 
deemed incompetent.  

•  
77S. General provisions regarding powers  
(1) In this section —officer means an authorised COVID-19 officer or a police officer.  
 
(2) If a person does not comply with a direction under this Part, an officer may do all such 
things as are reasonably necessary to ensure compliance with the direction, using 
such force as is reasonable in the circumstances.  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13) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their actions.  

For such a Bill to be passed, that contains elements such as this, and the others 
noted here, is to render the members of Parliament to have a mental health 
problem, an inability to recognise a failure of Law when it is presented to them, to 
recognise when they are leading humanity into dire danger.  

This is an incompetent assembly of individuals, and all are rendered dismissed, 

unless they can email and prove that they did NOT vote to empower this Bill.  
 

 
	 94A. Powers under other written laws do not affect whether declarations can be made  

 
NULL and VOID  

 

 14) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their actions.  
 

It is fair to sum these elements up as simply ‘reckless insanity’, endangering 
community safety.   Rendering members of the Assembly to be incompetent and a 
danger to the wellbeing of Humanity. 

 

	 (1) The existence of powers under any other written law that could be exercised in 
relation to an emergency does not affect —  
(a) whether an emergency situation declaration may be made under section 50; or  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  ‘reckless insanity’ 
 

 

	 (b) whether a state of emergency declaration may be made under section 56.  
 

  ‘reckless insanity’ 
 

(2) Without limiting subsection (1) —  
(a) in determining for the purposes of section 50(2)(b) whether there is a need to exercise 
powers under Part 6, the State Emergency Coordinator or hazard management agency 
(as the case requires) is not required to consider powers under any other written law;  
 

 ‘reckless insanity’ 
 

and  
(3) The existence of powers under any other written law that could be exercised in relation to the 
occurrence of COVID-19 does not affect whether a COVID-19 declaration may be made under 
section 77C.  

 

 ‘reckless insanity’  
 
 
(4) Without limiting subsection (3), in determining under section 77C(2)(b) whether there is a need 
to exercise powers under Part 6A Division 4, the State Emergency Coordinator (Col Blanch) is not 
required to consider powers under any other written law. 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15) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their actions. 
 

 ‘reckless insanity’ rendering the entire structure of Parliament and the Western Australian 
Police Force to be incompetent, and attempting to shackle humanity within its private 
commercial system, and Gestapo style regulations.  

Powers under other written laws exist to protect humanity from Bills such as this.  
 
 
 
Further, once enacting this alleged authority, Officers may then engage the forced administration of 
poisons:  
 
Manufacture, supply and prescription of poisons

• (7) This section applies despite any provision of the Medicines and
                  Poisons Act 2014 or the Misuse of Drugs Act 1981.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ACT 2005 - SECT 76A. 
Manufacture, supply and prescription of poisons
(1) In this section each of the following terms has the meaning given in the Medicines and Poisons 
Act 2014section 3—

CEO

manufacture

poison

prescribe
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supply

(2) For the purposes of emergency management —

(a) the CEO may authorise a person to administer, manufacture, supply or prescribe a 
poison; and

(b) during a state of emergency a person authorised under paragraph (a) may administer, 
manufacture, supply or prescribe a poison.

(3) An authorisation under subsection (2)(a) is to specify —

(a) whether it applies to any state of emergency or is limited to a particular state of emergency; and

(b) the person, or class of persons, to whom it applies; and

(c) the poison, or a class of poisons, to which it applies; and

(d) the terms and conditions to which it is subject.

(4) An authorisation under subsection (2)(a) may be given orally or in writing but if given orally is to 
be put in writing as soon as is practicable. 
 

Thus a decision to Act, can be made without written authorisation, and done as soon as 
‘practicable’.  Which might be never. 

(5) A failure to put an authorisation in writing does not invalidate the authorisation or anything 
done under the authorisation.

(6) When exercising a power under subsection (2)(b) a person is to comply with —

(a) the terms and conditions of the authorisation; and

(b) any directions of the CEO or State Emergency Coordinator.

(7) This section applies despite any provision of the Medicines and Poisons Act 2014 or the Misuse 
of Drugs Act 1981.
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[Section 76A inserted: No. 13 of 2014 s. 184. 
 
 

16) Executive Orders:  Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their actions. 
 
 

Thus we can clearly witness the removal of Free Will and informed consent. 

An individual could be injected with ‘anything’, as per the evidence of the covid19 roll out 
of a bioweapon injection, marketed as a ‘remedy’ for a global pandemic.  But is in fact a 
tool of the emerging bio-economy. 

Clearly, in this paradigm, humanity is cattle, and can be subjected to whatever the legal 
fiction creates for it.  

 
Fortunately Law can deem this ‘legal fiction’ to be nothing more than slavery, deem it  
NULL AND VOID, and hold accountable the perpetrators of such slavery upon the 
freedoms of humanity.  
 
And it does. 

30.  What happens next:  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30.1. Public servants who cannot write an email to prove that they did NOT empower 
this Gestapo style Bill; are dismissed from Public Office, deemed incompetent 
and a danger and menace to the Wellbeing of the People.   
 
Emails should be received no later than Friday 11.11.2022 4pm to 
wethepeople@executiveorders.life 

30.2. Failure to send an email renders the claim of guilt to have standing, that the 
Public Servant is complicit in facilitating the Bill being passed through Parliament 
and becoming a live landscape in our community, thus violating inherent rights, 
and endangering the safety of community.  

30.3. Those who are unable to write such an email, are guilty of TREASON, and may 
come before a Court of Superior Jurisdiction, and be trialled for treason, the 
penalty for such a crime in Australia, is a life sentence in prison.  

30.4. The Treasury will be notified that Crown: We The People: of Superior 
Jurisdiction have deemed you to be dismissed from Office.  A remuneration of 
lessor amount will be negotiated to ensure disruption is minimised during this 
transition.  

30.5. Landgate will be notified of your change of status and an encumbrance will be 
lodged on any property to ensure that pay received is reimbursed against the 
value of the property, if required.  The property may not be sold until a Rule of 
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Law judgement can be determined.  

30.6. In saying that, in basing an average salary of a Minister as $200k, you may 
receive $50k, as a paycheque and the remaining $150K, is either not received 
due to discontinued employment, or is received and the property has a caveat 
placed on it, to recover these funds.  

30.7. Any Police Officer employee, or other, who believes they may wear the title of  
‘an authorised Covid19 Officer’ is to identify themselves, including their ID 
number.  
 
Emails should be received no later than Friday 11.11.2022 4pm to 
wethepeople@executiveorders.life 
 
You are informed you stand in 100% personal liability and accountability for 
any actions you may carry out under this title.  Such a title is NULL and VOID 
and has no powers.  
 
Attempting to use such alleged powers, positions said Officer for instant 
dismissal and criminal charges for TREASON. 

31. Those needing to verify if they moved for, or against, the Bill, now an Act:  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31.1. Chris Dawson  Gov                   Mail@govhouse.wa.gov.au
31.2. Martin Aldridge                          martin.aldridge@mp.wa.gov.au    (Electorate Office)
31.3. Klara Andric MLC                      klara.andric@mp.wa.gov.au                      “
31.4. Stuart Neil Aubrey MLA             stuart.aubrey@mp.wa.gov.au                    “
31.5. Geoffrey Baker MLA                  geoff.baker@mp.wa.gov.au                       “
31.6. Lisa Loraine Baker MLA            maylands@mp.wa.gov.au                          “
31.7. Merome Beard   MLA                northwest@mp.wa.gov.au                          ”
31.8. Hannah Mary Beazley               Hannah.Beazley@mp.gov.au                     “
31.9. Tony De Paulo Buti   MLA           armadale@mp.wa.gov.au                                                     

“Minister.Buti@dpc.wa.gov.au        (Ministerial Office)
31.10. Daniel  James Caddy  MLC       Daniel.caddy@mp.wa.gov.au                 “ 
31.11. John Newton Cary                      john.carey@mp.wa.gov.au                     “ 

                                                   Minister.Carey@dpc.wa.gov.au       (Ministerial Office)
31.12. Sandra Anne Carr MLC              sandra.carr@mp.wa.gov.au                    EO
31.13. Robyn Marjorie Clarke MLA        robyn.clarke@mp.wa.gov.au                    “
31.14. Alanna Therese Clohesy MLC    clohesy.emetro@mp.wa.gov.au            

                                                    President@parliament.wa.gov.au            PO                                                            
31.15. Peter Charles Collier                   peter.collier@mp.wa.gov.au                     EO
31.16. Ruth McKeown                            Ruth.McKeown@mp.wa.gov.au                 “
31.17. Melinda Poor                               Melinda.Poor@mp.wa.gov.au                    “
31.18. Neil Mattingley                             Neil.Mattingley@mp.wa.gov.au                 “
31.19. Caitlin Mary Collins                     Caitlin.Collins@mp.wa.gov.au                    “
31.20. Roger Hugh Cook                       Kwinana@mp.wa.gov.au                                                                                                                     

Minister.Cook@dpc.wa.gov.au         (M Office)
31.21. Divina Grace D'Anna MLA          Divina.DAnna@mp.wa.gov.au                  EO
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31.22. Lara Dalton MLA                         Lara.Dalton@mp.wa.gov.au                      EO
31.23. Mia Jane Davies MLA                  Mia.Davies@mp.wa.gov.au                       “
31.24. Stephen Noel Dawson MLC        Stephen.dawsonmp@mp.wa.gov.au           

                                                     minister.dawson@dpc.wa.gov.au               “
31.25. Colin Stephen de Grussa MLC    colin.degrussa@mp.wa.gov.au                   “
31.26. Catherine  Esther Doust MLC      doust.southmetro@mp.wa.gov.au              “
31.27. Suzanne (Sue) Mary Ellery MLC  sue.ellery@mp.wa.gov.au                          “ 

                                                     minister.ellery@dpc.wa.gov.au                   “
31.28. Donna Evelyn Mary Faragher      faragher.eastmetro@mp.wa.gov.au           EO
31.29. Mark James Folkard MLA            Mark.folkard@mp.wa.gov.au                    EO
31.30. Peter Foster MLC                         Peter.Foster@mp.wa.gov.au                    EO                                                      
31.31. Kim Elizabeth Giddens MLA         Kim.Giddens@mp.wa.gov.au                    “
31.32. NicKPierre Goiran MLC                Office.goiran@mp.wa.gov.au                  EO
31.33. Emily Louise Hamilton MLA         emily.hamilton@mp.wa.gov.au                  “
31.34. Meredith Jane Hammat MLA       Meredith.Hammat@mp.wa.gov.au            “
31.35. Jodie Louise Hanns MLA             Jodie.Hanns@mp.wa.gov.au                     “
31.36. Lorna Harper MLC                       lorna.harper@mp.wa.gov.au                      “
31.37. James Hayward MLC                  james.hayward@mp.wa.gov.au                  “
31.38. Terry James Healy MLA              terry.healy@mp.wa.gov.au                          “
31.39. David John Honey MLA               cottesloe@mp.wa.gov.au                            “
31.40. Matthew Hughes MLA                 matthew.hughes@mp.wa.gov.au                “
31.41. Jackie Jarvis MLC                       Jackie.Jarvis@mp.wa.gov.au                      “
31.42. Bill Joseph Johnston MLA           cannington@mp.wa.gov.au                         “ 

                                                    Minister.Johnston@dpc.wa.gov.au    (Ministerial Office)
31.43. Hugh Trevor Jones MLA              hugh.jones@mp.wa.gov.au                        EO
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31.44. Dave Joseph Kelly MLA              Dave.Kelly@mp.wa.gov.au                           “                                                            
Minister.Kelly@dpc.wa.gov.au                      MO.   

31.45. Jane  Jane Kelsbie                     Jane.Kelsbie@mp.wa.gov.au                       EO
31.46. Ali Elizabeth Kent MLA               ali.kent@mp.wa.gov.au                                  “
31.47. Jags Krishnan MLA                    Jags.Krishnan@mp.wa.gov.au                       “
31.48. Paul Robert Lilburne MLA          Paul.Lilburne@mp.wa.gov.au                         “
31.49. Shane Love MLA                        MooreElectorate@mp.wa.gov.au                    “
31.50. Alannah MacTiernan MLC       alannah.mactiernan@mp.wa.gov.au                

                                                minister.mactiernan@dpc.wa.gov.au     (Ministerial Office)
31.51. Ayor Makur Chuot MLC           ayor.makurchuot@mp.wa.gov.au                     EO
31.52. Steven John Martin MLC         Steve.Martin@mp.wa.gov.au                          “
31.53. Kyle Owen McGinn MLC         Klara.andric@mp.wa.gov.au                           “
31.54. Mark McGowan MLA               mark.mcgowan@mp.wa.gov.au                      “                                                

wa-government@dpc.wa.gov.au                          MO
31.55. Simone McGurk MLA               fremantle@mp.wa.gov.au                              “ 

                                                 Minister.McGurk@dpc.wa.gov.au                MO
31.56. Libby Mettam                            libby.mettam@mp.wa.gov.au                      EO
31.57. David Robert Michael MLA       David.Michael@mp.wa.gov.au                      “
31.58. Kevin Joseph  Michel MLA       kevin.michel@mp.wa.gov.au                         “
31.59. Simon Alexander Millman     simon.millman.mla@mp.wa.gov.au               “
31.60. Sophia Moermond MLC           sophia.moermond@mp.wa.gov.au                “
31.61. Yaz Mubarakai MLA                 yaz.mubarakai@mp.wa.gov.au                     “ 
31.62. Lisa Anne Munday MLA           lisa.munday@mp.wa.gov.au                         “
31.63. Lisa Margaret O'MalleyMLA     bicton@mp.wa.gov.au                                   “
31.64. Paul Papalia CSC, MLA           papalia@mp.wa.gov.au                                 “ 

                                                 Minister.Papalia@dpc.wa.gov.au                  “
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31.65. Shelley Nicole Payne MLC      shelley.payne@mp.wa.gov.au               Electorate Office
31.66. Brad William Pettitt MLC          Brad.Pettitt@mp.wa.gov.au                           “
31.67. Stephen Joel Pratt MLC           Stephen.Pratt@mp.wa.gov.au                       “
31.68. Stephen James Price MLA       stephen.price@mp.wa.gov.au                       “
31.69. Martin Brian Pritchard MLC      martin.pritchard@mp.wa.gov.au                    “
31.70. Don Thomas Punch MLA         Bunbury@mp.wa.gov.au                                “ 

                                                 Minister.Punch@dpc.wa.gov.au                    MO
31.71. John Robert Quigley MLA        john.quigley@mp.wa.gov.au                         EO 

                                                 minister.Quigley@dpc.wa.gov.au                  MO
31.72. Margaret Mary Quirk MLA        landsdale@mp.wa.gov.au                             EO
31.73. Michelle Hopkins Roberts MLA   midland@mp.wa.gov.au                               “ 

                                                 speaker@parliament.wa.gov.au           Parliament Office  
31.74. Cassie Michelle Rowe MLA      cassie.rowe@mp.wa.gov.au                           EO
31.75. Samantha Helen Rowe MLC    samantha.rowe@mp.wa.gov.au                      EO
31.76. Peter James Rundle MLA         peter.rundle@mp.wa.gov.au                             “
31.77. Rita Saffioti MLA                       westswan@mp.wa.gov.au                                 “ 

                                                  Minister.Saffioti@dpc.wa.gov.au         Ministerial Office
31.78. Rosie Sahanna MLC                Rosie.Sahanna@mp.wa.gov.au                       EO
31.79. Amber-Jade Sanderson MLA    amber.jade.sanderson@mp.wa.gov.au          

                                                  Minister.Sanderson@dpc.wa.gov.au               MO
31.80. David Anthony Scaife MLA       David.Scaife@mp.wa.gov.au                           EO
31.81. Jessica Jane Shaw MLA           jessica.shaw@mp.wa.gov.au                          EO
31.82. Tjorn Dirk Sibma MLC               tjorn.sibma@mp.wa.gov.au                            EO                   
31.83. Rebecca Sue Stephens MLA    Rebecca.Stephens@mp.wa.gov.au                  “
31.84. Jessica Mary Stojkovski MLA    jessica.stojkovski@mp.wa.gov.au                    “
31.85. Katrina Stratton MLA                 Katrina.Statton@mp.wa.gov.au                      EO
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31.86. Matthew  Swinbourn MLC       swinbourn.emetro@mp.wa.gov.au                 EO
31.87. Sally Elizabeth Talbot MLC        sally.talbot@mp.wa.gov.au                               “
31.88. Chris John Tallentire MLA          thornlie@mp.wa.gov.au                                    “
31.89. David Alan Templeman MLA      david.templeman@mp.wa.gov.au     

Minister.Templeman@dpc.wa.gov.au                                                                M O
31.90. Steve Caldwell Thomas  MLC    steve.thomas@mp.wa.gov.au                        EO
31.91. Neil Thomson MLC                     neil.thomson@mp.wa.gov.au                         EO
31.92. Peter Charles Tinley AM,MLA     willagee@mp.wa.gov.au                                 EO
31.93. Christine Maelisa Tonkin MLA    Christine.Tonkin@mp.wa.gov.au                       “
31.94. Wilson Robert Tucker MLC        Wilson.Tucker@mp.wa.gov.au                          “
31.95. Brian Follett Walker MLC           brian.walker@mp.wa.gov.au                          EO
31.96. Darren Legh West MLC             darren.west.mp@mp.wa.gov.au                    EO
31.97. Reece Raymond Whitby MLA    Baldivis@mp.wa.gov.au                                EO 

                                                   minister.Whitby@dpc.wa.gov.au                   MO
31.98. Sabine Elisabeth Winton MLA   sabine.winton.mla@mp.wa.gov.au                EO
31.99. Pierre Shuai Yang MLC             pierre.yang.mp@mp.wa.gov.au                     EO
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